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chapter 10 Trembling, trembling to my heart's 

content! (one) 

,Jun 29,2023 

When Jacob Liu came out to splash dirty water, Lewis Lu was 

already very angry, but he didn't say anything. 

He was holding back! 

He wanted to see how many people the other party had and 

how many methods they would use to bully his sister. 

Flynn Guo! 

Harvey! 

Ariel! 

John Xu! 

Garry Wang! 

as well as. 

Titan Gu! 

One by one, they jumped out to slander, smear, and insult 

Hailee. 



There were also these media, listening to one-sided words, 

condemning and criticizing Hailee without any substantive 

evidence. 

The anger in Lewis Lu's heart had already accumulated layer by 

layer, layer by layer. 

Endless! 

But at this time, Jacob Liu pointed at Lu Yun without knowing 

what to do and said, "It's him, he is Hailee Ye's little boy!" 

Swish! 

Lewis Lu's figure disappeared instantly, and when he appeared 

the next moment, he was already in front of Jacob Liu. 

"Fuck! You! Do you owe it! Do you owe it!! Do you owe it!!!" 

Lewis Lu grabbed Jacob Liu's hair, and slammed into the table 

next to him, once, twice, three times... 

boom! boom! boom! 

Jacob Liu head was bleeding instantly. 

"You... you barbarian, why do you beat him?" 

The surrounding media reporters suddenly reacted and 

reprimanded Lewis Lu angrily. 

Jacob Liu screamed with blood all over his face, and at the same 

time he did not forget to roar: 



"You have all seen how arrogant this toy boy is! Hurry up and 

take pictures of his crimes, I want him to sit in prison! Ah!!!" 

Without his reminder, the reporters were already frantically 

pressing the shutter. 

"I think you won't cry until you see the coffin!" 

Anger surged in Lewis Lu eyes, and he lifted Jacob Liu onto the 

stage like a chick. 

"Turn on the projector and play the files in USB flash drive!" 

Lewis Lu shouted to the background staff. 

Snapped! 

The projector lights up. 

Immediately afterwards, a dialogue sounded: 

"Mr. Li, I have arranged my brother Harvey to be the driver 

beside Hailee Ye. I believe it won't be long before I can take 

pornographic photos of that bitch." 

"Good job. It's best to publish the photos before Hailee Corp 

goes public. I want Hailee Corp to become a joke." 

"Then the money you promised my brothers..." 

"Don't worry, when things are done, I won't give you any less." 

This is an audio file, but it can be clearly heard that one of them 

is Jacob Liu. 



After the audio ended, two photos suddenly popped up on the 

projector, one was Jacob Liu's family portrait, and the other was 

a bed photo. 

There are three people in the bed photo, Jacob Liu, Harvey, and 

a woman. 

From the comparison of the photos, it can be seen that this 

woman is Jacob Liu's wife. 

Wow! 

All the media is boiling. 

The angry spearhead instantly turned to Jacob Liu and Harvey. 

"It turns out that the real scumbags are the two of you!" 

"Cheat our feelings, you two scumbags will die!" 

"I can tell that Mr. Li in the audio is Januar Li, the boss of the 

Beauty Corp . I didn't expect the Beauty Corp to resort to such 

dirty methods in order to suppress their opponents." 

"Exposure! Be sure to expose! Let everyone boycott the products 

of the Beauty Corp!" 

In the face of the media's fierce rhetoric, Jacob Liu had already 

forgotten the pain in his head, and he seemed to have lost his 

soul. 

how so? 



how so? 

This audio was secretly recorded by himself to prevent Januar Li 

from reneging on his debts. 

But he couldn't figure it out, how could it suddenly appear in 

Lewis Lu hands when it was well preserved? Moreover, even his 

private photos were exposed? 

Jacob Liu was completely desperate. 

The media reporters were still criticizing, but at this moment, 

Lewis Lu suddenly shouted: "Shut up!" 

The huge conference hall was instantly silent. 

Lewis Lu's sharp eyes scanned all the reporters, making everyone 

feel like they were on their backs. 

"Before you condemn others, ask yourself, are you qualified?" 

These unscrupulous media, as long as they grasped a point, they 

would criticize desperately, even if the criticism was wrong, they 

didn't have to take any responsibility. 

They didn't care at all how much trauma those who had been 

wronged will suffer. 

"All of you owe sister Hailee an apology, kneel down!" 

There was a dead silence. 

However, no one knelt down. 



They admitted that Hailee Ye was wronged, but Lewis Lu asked 

them to kneel, is it too overbearing? 

"Hmph, what a breath!" 

At this moment, John Xu suddenly snorted coldly and said, "The 

things just now can only show that Jacob Liu is more despicable, 

but it can't cover up the fact that Hailee Ye has kept a good boy 

and is ungrateful." 

John Xu was indeed a little surprised that Lewis Lu was able to 

produce evidence against Jacob Liu , but it didn't affect the 

overall situation at all. 

Everything is still under his control. 

"Young Master Xu is right, Jacob Liu is not a good guy, and so is 

Hailee Ye!" A reporter immediately echoed. 

There was a chill in Lewis Lu eyes. 

This John Xu had already been included in the disabled list by 

him. 

"Sister Hailee is my respected sister, that's all." 

"What evidence do you have?" asked the female reporter who 

first started making trouble. 

Lewis Lu glanced at her coldly: "I don't need to prove it. Besides, 

even if I really have something with Hailee, I don't need to report 



it to you bitch." 

"You... sir, you are attacking me personally now." 

"Personal attacks?" 

Lewis Lu snorted coldly, and a monstrous murderous intent 

erupted from his body, penetrating into the female reporter's 

body. 

"If you say one more thing, I dare to kill you, believe it or not?" 

Plop! 

The female reporter's legs went limp, and she collapsed on the 

ground in an instant. Under the white hip-covering skirt, a 

puddle of pungent and unpleasant liquid suddenly appeared. 

She was scared to pee! 

At that moment just now, it seemed that there was a terrifying 

demon looking down on her. It seemed that as long as she said 

one more word, she would really die tragically on the spot. 

Lewis Lu cold gaze moved away from the female reporter, and 

the next one to focus on was Garry Wang. 

Swish! 

Garry Wang's face paled instantly. 

"You just said that Miss Hailee bullied you when she was a 

child?" 



"You just said that you borrowed money from her to treat 

Grandpa Wu?" 

"You said just now that she is an ungrateful person?" 

Lewis Lu walked towards Garry Wang step by step, scaring Garry 

Wang back again and again, his already pale face became even 

more bleak and bloodless. 

"I……" 

Garry Wang body was trembling, and he could already feel a 

terrible chill sweeping towards him, so nervous that he couldn't 

even speak. 

This feeling is like a killing god, approaching him step by step. 

The nerve strings were about to break! 

"I...I admit it, it's me..." 

Garry Wang couldn't bear the pressure anymore, he was 

terrified, and was about to tell the truth, but at this moment, 

John Xu interrupted him. 

"What else do you do besides scaring people?" 

Snapped! 

However, as soon as John Xu opened his mouth, he was 

suddenly sent flying by a slap, and three bloody teeth shot out 

in an instant. 



"Silly dog, interrupting again and again, do you really take 

yourself seriously?" 

 


